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Build active relationships that deliver on
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All on one platform, all Vizibl.
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All on one platform,
all Vizibl.

Build active, collaborative relationships
Vizibl brings Relationship Management, Collaboration Management, Sustainability
Management, and Innovation Management together into one powerful platform, enabling
enterprise organisations to manage every aspect of their relationships with suppliers and
partners more effectively.
With strategic objectives and demonstrable outcomes linked end-to-end from the establishment
of a relationship through to alignment, collaboration, innovation, and reporting, our best-inclass procurement platform underpins truly active relationships, allowing you to realise the full
value locked in your supply chain.
Active collaborative relationships are the key marker of successful Supplier Collaboration and
Innovation, providing a leading indicator of later success against your most ambitious goals.
Robust people and process governance, centralised data, and security architecture purposebuilt for global enterprise ensure Vizibl lays the foundations for a successful Supplier
Collaboration and Innovation programme, equipping your team with the tools they need to get
the most out of your relationships – systematically, and at scale.

Vizibl's SC&I Solution:
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Establish global
supplier governance

Align around shared
objectives

Centralise
supplier information



Supplier Relationship
Management
Establish, govern & optimise key supplier
relationships, all in one place.

vizibl.co

Why Supplier
Relationship
Management?
Procurement functions are increasingly

This inefficiency is accompanied by one-

turning towards Supplier Relationship

sidedness in the traditional SRM process –

Management (SRM) as a controlled and

with supplier relationships managed

systematic approach to ensuring the supply

unilaterally by the procurement team as

of the materials and services they need at the

opposed to relationships being viewed as a

right price, and of the right quality.

joint venture to be managed by both of the
parties which constitute it. There is no

SRM comes with proven benefits for reducing

standardised process to mutually set the

costs, improving efficiency of operations, and

terms of the relationship, or to agree upon

forms the foundations to become ‘Customer

shared goals and objectives.

of Choice’. A well-managed supplier
relationship is a relationship that is more

For SRM to deliver on its promises to its full

efficient in addition to being more agile and

potential, procurement needs one

resilient in times of disruption.

centralised repository where they can get
information on all relationships at the touch

Yet despite the importance of robust supplier

of a button. Vizibl SRM provides just that.

relationships to not only the procurement
function but also to the business at large,

Supported by transparent, standardised

procurement frequently lacks the information

processes baked into the platform’s

and processes required to make the most

architecture, this ‘one-stop-shop’ approach

informed, effective, and efficient decisions

lowers the time and resource required for

about their suppliers.

robust SRM. In doing so it improves
procurement’s effectiveness and efficiency,

Much of this difficulty stems from siloed,

bolstering the goals of each individual

offline ways of working which lead to

relationship, and of Supplier Relationship

difficulty accessing information, undermining

Management as a whole.

the efficiencies SRM seeks to establish.
Supplier touchpoints frequently take place
across various tools and email threads with
no overarching source of master data. These
issues are compounded by lack of
transparency around org charts, escalation
processes, and historic performance. As a
result, SRM can be a slow, incomplete,
friction-filled process.

vizibl.co | Supplier Relationship Management
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Get visibility over
key information
and stakeholders
Vizibl’s Supplier Relationship Management
embeds robust people governance at the
heart of supplier management, allowing
procurement to overcome complex org charts
to more effectively orchestrate within their
own organisation, and across their
relationships with suppliers.
With its Circles, Teams, and Organisation
Tree features, Vizibl allows its users to map
key stakeholders on both buy and supply side
of the relationship, to establish relationship

In addition to visibility over stakeholders,

structure across different lines of business,

Vizibl SRM creates transparency around

OpCos, and geographies at both a local and

supplier information, allowing you to

global level.

consolidate all operational information on
each supplier in one central location. This

Teams allows for the creation of

includes data such as goods and services

organisation-agnostic teams with custom

provided, revenue, and risk which can come

permissions for every member, while Circles

from anywhere, including D&B, ERP, or

allows you to group these stakeholders by

procurement application suites, with the

area of responsibility, such as creating a

ability to request updates to this information

‘Commercial’ circle to deal with the

from the supplier directly.

commercial, financial, and contractual
elements of the relationship team.

Vizibl’s category, segment, and custom tag
fields allow for easy categorisation and

Organisation Tree allows for a macro view,

searching of these relationships.

allowing you to create a multi-level visual
hierarchy of how both buy and supply side
stakeholders are structured.

vizibl.co | Supplier Relationship Management
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Centralise and
consolidate
performance data
Vizibl SRM allows procurement to overcome

provide a more holistic view of a supplier’s

the challenges posed by fragmented data

contribution to the business.

and the imprecise assessments of
performance that result.

The operational dimension assesses the usual
metrics around cost, compliance, and quality

Instead of data on supplier quality and

to ensure this aspect of procurement’s work

performance being spread across ERP and

continues, while relational performance

S2P suites and assessed retrospectively, Vizibl

assesses the health of the partnership from

ensures that supplier performance data is

the perspective of both buy and supply side.

dynamic, real-time and always accessible.
Transformational performance refers to the
Thanks to easy integration through Vizibl’s

performance of the relationship beyond the

open API, it doesn’t rely on batch updates

usual operational metrics, looking at the

that are out of date by the time they reach

wider impact a supplier has on the business in

the platform, granting procurement the most

fields such as innovation, resilience-building,

up to date view of performance possible.

or sustainability.

To allow procurement to fulfil their expanding

All dimensions are custom-configurable in

role and responsibilities, Vizibl SRM looks

Vizibl, and are rolled up into a blended

beyond purely operational performance and

scorecard to give a more holistic view of the

assesses relationships based on multiple

value of a given supplier relationship.

dimensions such as operational, relational,
and transformational performance, to

vizibl.co | Supplier Relationship Management
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Mutually manage relationships
towards shared objectives
Where traditional SRM is one-sided,

the relationship, defining its purpose and its

undermining the relationship between buyer

aspirations.

and supplier, Vizibl SRM instead allows
procurement to embed an ethos of

Perhaps the most important part of this

transparency and mutual benefit into their

account plan is the Shared Objectives,

relationships.

allowing the team on both buy and supply
side to agree upon a set of measurable, time-

Establishing a relationship in Vizibl begins

bound objectives for the relationship.

with constructing an Account Plan with the
supplier, similar to a joint business plan. This

Every project in Vizibl’s Supplier

plan consists of a Shared Vision, Intended

Collaboration Workspace can be directly

Behaviours for the relationship, its Guiding

linked to these objectives, allowing

Principles, and its Shared Objectives.

procurement to quantify, visualise, and
report on how the relationship is contributing

These should be agreed upon by the team

to the operational, relational, and

responsible for relationship governance. The

transformational performance of the

Account Plan acts as a mission statement for

organisation.

vizibl.co | Supplier Relationship Management
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Features


Map multi-level stakeholder hierarchies across OpCos, geographies, and different
lines of business with Organisation Trees, Teams, and Circles.



Consolidate all operational supplier data with Supplier Information Hub and use
customisable tagging to categorise suppliers in line with your business needs.



Establish a joint Account Plan with a Shared Vision, Intended Behaviours, Guiding
Principles, and Shared Objectives to chart the course for your relationships.



Use real-time centralised data to inform Supplier Performance Management across
customisable performance dimensions.



Link Strategic Objectives to Projects further on in the Vizibl application in order to
quantify, visualise, and prove the value of a given supplier relationship.

Benefits


Quickly understand complex organisational structures and find the right person to
contact, improving efficiency, accountability, and productivity.



Work from one single source of truth to access better-quality data, faster.



Get a holistic view of performance beyond operational metrics to understand the
true value of your supplier relationships and better predict future performance.



Cement alignment around strategic goals and measurement with suppliers and
partners, and ensure accountability in performance.



Demonstrate your commitment to your supplier relationships and build Customer of
Choice status by mutually managing your relationships with suppliers.

vizibl.co | Supplier Relationship Management
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Engage internal &
external stakeholders

Collaborate from one
central location

Prove the value of
your work



Supplier Collaboration
Workspace
Develop collaborative supplier relationships
& become customer of choice

vizibl.co

Why Supplier
Collaboration?
Between widespread supply chain disruption,

Yet collaborations frequently derail due to a

governmental and regulatory intervention,

lack of systematic management. Without

increased sustainability demands from

the processes, capability, and technology to

consumers and investors alike, rapid

collaborate strategically and at scale,

technological advancement, and the

procurement encounters friction in getting

constant pressure to find new efficiencies and

the most out of its relationships. This friction

generate perpetual growth, businesses are

in the collaboration process undermines the

tasked with a growing list of challenges to

benefits sought from Supplier Collaboration.

overcome.
In order to deliver on the function’s everAs these challenges continue to grow, many

expanding remit and harness Supplier

businesses are looking towards their supply

Collaboration to deliver value to their

base for answers to their most pressing

businesses, procurement needs a workspace

needs. They are right to do so; engaging

that supports the development of active,

more effectively with supplier stakeholders

collaborative relationships.

has the potential to bring cost and quality
improvements, in addition to providing a new

This platform must be able to bring different

source of the innovation required to introduce

lines of business together alongside

new products and services.

suppliers to collaborate on projects,
organise tasks and responsibilities, schedule

Suppliers also signal the route to improved

events, assess sentiment, raise issues,

sustainability performance, given the vast

discuss progress, and prove the value of

majority of an enterprise organisation’s

their collaboration.

impact on land, water, natural resources, and
emissions will sit in the upstream value chain.
Recognising this untapped value in their
supply chains, many organisations have
launched Supplier Collaboration
programmes. Some strong partnerships have
emerged, and small pockets of excellence
exist in some forward-thinking enterprise
companies.

vizibl.co | Supplier Collaboration Workspace
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Build
truly active
relationships

Vizibl’s Supplier Collaboration Workspace
enables procurement to collaborate on the
work that really makes a difference to their
organisation’s strategic goals – not only with
suppliers but also with other internal lines of
business.
With its Projects functionality, businesses can
work with their extended ecosystem

Projects can also be assigned Value Trackers

systematically. The purpose of a Project is

which allow you to more effectively target,

open-ended and defined by the user, and

forecast, and prove performance over time.

could range from finding small operational
efficiencies all the way to developing new

All Projects can be pulled into Vizibl’s

products and services, or reducing scope 3

performance management functionality and

carbon footprint.

contribute to the Relational and
Transformational dimensions of performance.

Vizibl’s Projects are designed with

They can also be tagged using the flexible

governance and accountability in mind to

tagging structure that sits across the entire

minimise value leakage, and ensure that the

Vizibl platform.

value generated through collaboration can
be proven.

The result is an ability to both roll up and to
drill down, allowing as broad or as granular a

Projects are time-bound and linked to the

view of project performance across the entire

Strategic Objectives established in the

portfolio of collaborations in the workspace

Account Plan, allowing them to be

as is desired.

automatically judged against the core KPIs of
the relationship. The addition of custom stage
gates, project status, and check-in
functionality allow users to tightly manage
and monitor the progress of projects in Vizibl.

vizibl.co | Supplier Collaboration Workspace
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Collaborate
from one
centralised
location
To support the day to day management of
collaborative work, the Vizibl Supplier
Collaboration Workspace provides one
central hub for all discussions, documents,
and tasks in the relationship, removing the
siloed and offline ways of working which

disparity between the two sides of the

frequently hamper collaboration efforts.

partnership.

With custom permissions on a user-by-user

In addition to Discussions, Documents, Tasks,

basis, documents and data are easily
accessible to relevant stakeholders without

and Surveys, Vizibl Workspace also includes
Events and Digital QBR functionality,

sacrificing security over sensitive information.

allowing users to implement a standardised

To assess the health of supplier relationships,

and global level. All data required to conduct

the Workspace offers 180 and 360 degree
Survey functionality, allowing responses from
both internal and external stakeholders.
Surveys are linked to existing KPIs in Vizibl,
allowing results to be automatically pulled
into performance dashboards.
To ensure good governance, each Survey is
constructed from a selection of templates

method of running such events at both a local
these meetings sits in Vizibl, and the platform
provides the ability to attach files and
circulate resources as pre-reads.
These Events are also integrated with Vizibl’s
Tasks system, allowing you to assign
preparatory or follow-up work to attendees.
Invitees will receive Vizibl event invites via

which can only be modified by admins.

email with the time, location, and further

Once responses have been collected, Vizibl

automatically be created in their calendar

offers the ability to create easy one-click
reports to summarise the findings, with an

details of the meeting, and an event will
agnostic of provider, including Outlook and
Gmail.

auto-generated gap percentage to judge

vizibl.co | Supplier Collaboration Workspace
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Prove your
progress &
become customer
of choice

Vizibl’s Collaboration Workspace is designed
to support the development of mutually
beneficial “Customer of Choice” relationships
with key strategic suppliers by providing the
infrastructure and robust processes that
support true collaboration.
By placing visibility and transparency at the
heart of Supplier Collaboration, the

With Value Trackers, Vizibl enables both sides

Workspace allows both parties to quickly

of the relationship to prove the value of their

identify, address, and overcome any

partnership. Value Trackers are standardised

potential blockers to the relationship and its

organisation-wide measures linked to your

objectives.

business’ key strategic and operational goals
which allow you to set success metrics, select

Another way it achieves this is through its

measurement criteria (e.g. monetary, time,

Issues functionality which provides fully

number), set forecasts, and populate with

configurable issue and impact management.

actual performance.

Both sides of the relationship can log an Issue
in Vizibl – specifying a name, a brief

These Value Trackers can be viewed per

description, a customisable impact area (e.g.

project, per supplier, or as an aggregation of

brand, compliance, etc.), and an urgency

multiple projects or suppliers across different

level in line with its status as critical, major or

categories, geographies, OpCos, or custom

minor.

tags.

This two-way method of managing and

By providing the ability to formally track and

tracking potential and actual issues bolsters

measure the value of the partnership, Vizibl

Customer of Choice status by encouraging

helps procurement organisations prove the

suppliers to raise issues that can be mutually

value of their collaborations – both to their

managed and resolved, making both sides of

chosen strategic partners, and to their own

the relationship proactive and accountable.

business.

vizibl.co | Supplier Collaboration Workspace
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Features


Launch time-bound, measurable Projects from one central location to formalise the
collaboration process alongside internal and external stakeholders alike.



Assign Value Trackers to Projects to forecast and measure their progress against key
performance indicators over time, proving the value of Supplier Collaboration.



Pull Projects into Dashboards in Vizibl and use fully flexible custom Tagging to
segment data, giving you as broad or as granular a view of performance as desired.



Run 180 and 360 degree surveys to assess sentiment on both sides of the
relationship, conduct gap analysis, and proactively make course corrections.



Assess overall relationship performance across three custom-configurable
dimensions: operational, relational, and transformational.

Benefits


Find new time and resource efficiencies by collaborating on projects from one
centralised workspace alongside internal and external stakeholders.



Ensure your work is making progress against your goals by linking all collaborations
to the strategic, measurable objectives outlined for the relationship.



Move beyond operational work and pool your time and resources on strategic
Projects that generate measurable value to your organisation.



Use Surveys to gain a transparent and reliable indicator of sentiment and
relationship health to ensure your most valuable partnerships remain on track.



Drive alignment, accountability, and good governance with functionality that makes
it clear who owns a project or task, when it’s due, and what’s expected of them.

vizibl.co | Supplier Collaboration Workspace
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Source bright ideas
from anywhere

Build a portfolio of
innovation projects

Prove the value of
supplier innovation



Supplier Innovation
Hub
Source innovation from your extended
ecosystem to meet key business goals

vizibl.co

Why Supplier
Innovation?
Enterprise companies are facing a broad set

innovation could be the difference between

of challenges. Whether it’s an increasingly

transformation and survival, or stagnation

competitive market filled with disruptive

and failure.

newcomers, changing consumer and investor
demands, widespread supply chain

Though supplier innovation signals a

disruption, technological need, talent

promising route to overcoming key

shortages, or the pressure to overhaul

challenges, enterprise business frequently

sustainability credentials, big business needs

finds it difficult to tap the innovation and IP

to act quickly. Some are even tasked with

potential in their supply chain and beyond.

overhauling their entire business model in the
fight to secure longevity.

Lacking a systematic way to source
innovation, triage ideas, and bolster

To deliver on key goals in the face of these

conversion rates from ideation into

challenges, many businesses are turning to

innovative deliverables, the supplier

their extended ecosystem. They are right to;

innovation process suffers from extensive

suppliers and partners come armed with their

value leakage, and what value is driven

own talent pool, a wealth and breadth of

becomes difficult to prove. As supplier

knowledge of competitors and even entire

innovation becomes challenging to capture,

verticals, and an intimate understanding of

govern, manage, measure, and report on –

local conditions in a global marketplace.

particularly at scale – its benefits are
undermined.

Supplier innovation can come in many forms
– from small incremental changes that

That’s why we built Innovation Hub.

combine to improve a process or outcome, to
larger more impactful innovations that
transform entire categories.
Per McKinsey, supplier innovation is 40%
faster to market than homegrown ideas,
translating to considerable advantage in a
competitive landscape. And in the wake of
the COVID-19 crisis and its effect on our
supply chains, and with the battle on to
secure priority access to scarce sustainable
commodities and capacity, it has become
increasingly clear that capturing supplier

vizibl.co | Supplier Innovation Hub
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Source ideas
from anywhere
Vizibl Innovation Hub allows procurement to
source novel ideas from the supply chain and
beyond through its Initiatives and
Opportunities features.
Initiatives can be thought of as ‘problem
statements’ or a ‘request for ideas’, and can
encompass any variety of goal, from small
operational improvements such as ideas to
improve OTIF, all the way up to reducing
supply chain emissions, or inventing brand

and all possible solutions sit in one

new products to suit changing consumer

centralised location alongside related

demands.

Discussions, Documents, Files, and Tasks.

Suppliers and other extended ecosystem

From here, Opportunities can be triaged by

partners respond to Initiatives via Vizibl’s

the team, with fully customisable reasons for

Opportunities functionality – templated

discarding unsuccessful ideas.

response forms pre-formatted by the
procurement team which allow suppliers or

To ensure promising ideas are followed

partners to expand on their proposed

through with, successful Opportunities can

solution.

be transformed into Projects in Vizibl’s
Supplier Collaboration Workspace, allowing

Because good ideas can come from

procurement to join the supplier and their

anywhere, these responses can be opened

colleagues in other functions on one

beyond the existing supplier base; Vizibl

centralised platform to move the innovation

facilitates open innovation by allowing

into further POC and development stages.

Initiatives to be shared using a public URL or
embedded on a custom landing page.
Once an Initiative is live, all submitted
Opportunities are displayed on the overview
page for the Initiative, meaning the problem

vizibl.co | Supplier Innovation Hub
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Build a
portfolio of
projects
With Projects, Vizibl enables procurement to
collaborate with suppliers and partners on
innovations that directly impact the goals of
the organisation – not only with suppliers but
also with other internal lines of business.
Through the Projects functionality businesses
can work with their extended ecosystem
systematically to run proofs of concept or to
manage the end-to-end development of an

Projects can be assigned Value Trackers
which allow you to more effectively target,
forecast, and prove innovation performance
over time.

idea.

All Proofs of Concept and Innovation Projects

Vizibl’s Projects are designed with

management functionality and contribute to

governance and accountability in mind to
minimise value leakage during the supplier
innovation process, and ensure that its value

can be pulled into Vizibl’s performance
the Transformational dimensions of
performance.

back to the business can be proven robustly.

They can also be tagged using the flexible

Projects are time-bound and linked to the

Vizibl platform.

Strategic Objectives established in the
original Initiative, allowing them to be
automatically judged against the initial
business need.

tagging structure that sits across the entire

The result is an ability to both roll up and to
drill down, allowing as broad or as granular a
view of performance across the entire
innovation portfolio as is desired.

The addition of custom stage gates, project
status, and check-in functionality allows
users to tightly manage and monitor the
progress of innovation projects in Vizibl.

vizibl.co | Supplier Innovation Hub
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Prove the value of supplier innovation
Due to the global functionality that sits

This visibility not only helps to prove the value

across the entire Vizibl platform, our Supplier

of individual projects or supplier relationships,

Innovation solution allows you to attribute

it also optimises the Supplier Innovation

value to every Opportunity, every Initiative,

process over time, allowing procurement and

every Proof of Concept, and every fully-

the wider business to deploy resources where

fledged Innovation Project.

they have been proven most effective in line
with the organisation's overall goals.

Tags and Value Trackers follow every
Opportunity end-to-end from initial

In addition to proving value back to the

submission through to triaging, testing,

business and allowing procurement to

implementation, and final measurement,

prioritise effectively, end-to-end mutual

providing full visibility over conversion rates

transparency cements ongoing customer of

and return on investment, not only at the

choice relationships with innovation partners,

individual supplier level, but also across

maximising the innovation potential of the

custom segments of the supplier base, or

supply base over time.

across the entire portfolio of innovation
suppliers.

vizibl.co | Supplier Innovation Hub
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Features


Pose problem statements to colleague functions, incumbent suppliers, extended
business partners, and beyond with Vizibl's Initiatives.



Collect possible solutions to your problems or pursue outcome-based buying with
Opportunities, and triage them with fully customisable statuses & stage gates.



Transform promising Opportunities into Projects in Vizibl, allowing you to collaborate
alongside colleague functions and suppliers from one centralised workspace.



Assign value trackers to POCs and innovation Projects, allowing you to track and
measure the performance of individual Projects & your entire innovation portfolio.



Get full visibility over your entire innovation Project portfolio, including conversion
rates between stages, and overall contribution to business goals.

Benefits


Source, triage, manage, measure, and report on your supplier innovation efforts all
from one centralised platform.



Prevent value leakage from the poor project governance typical of other,
fragmented solutions.



Prove the value of supplier innovation and of your team’s work to the business by
assigning Value Trackers to innovation opportunities.



Get end-to-end visibility of innovation, from initial ideation to Opportunity
submission, through to proof of concept, implementation, and contribution to KPIs.



Develop a more holistic view of supplier performance by appraising transformational
performance from innovation potential alongside operational metrics.

vizibl.co | Supplier Innovation Hub
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Baseline & measure
supplier sustainability

Set a roadmap of
improvement targets

Prove progress with
robust reporting



Supplier Sustainability
Management
Baseline & improve supplier sustainability
with programmes aligned to your goals

vizibl.co

Why Supplier
Sustainability
Management?
Whether from customers, investors,

difficulty integrating this data with existing

governments, or regulatory bodies, enterprise

procurement platforms and processes

organisations are facing pressure from all

hampers the function’s ability to baseline

angles to meet ambitious sustainability

and monitor supplier performance.

pledges. With looming deadlines, no clear
path to improvement, and the need to

When it comes to looking forward and

balance sustainability against other key

making improvements, these difficulties are

business goals, the race is on to satisfy these

compounded further. Sustainability data is

stakeholders and make concrete progress.

retrospective-looking by its very nature,
with the long time to collect, aggregate, and

The majority of a large company’s

normalise these datapoints causing it to be

environmental impact – on emissions, water,

out of date by the time it's usable. Taking a

land, natural resources, biodiversity, and

proactive approach to future performance is

more – will sit in the upstream value chain.

difficult, with little infrastructure in place to

Enterprise organisations also have a huge

set targets for suppliers, identify blockers,

impact on our communities and influence

and work closely with them on

how our society operates throughout their

improvements.

value chains.
The combination of insufficient
Given this fact, many businesses are looking

infrastructure, processes, and technology –

towards their suppliers and partners to effect

combined with a lack of incentivisation

the fastest, most impactful change on

within the business – makes it difficult to

sustainability and ESG, signalling a huge

robustly measure and manage supplier

opportunity for procurement and supply

sustainability. As a result, procurement’s

chain functions to make progress on key

sustainability efforts face seemingly endless

business priorities from their position at the

obstructions.

interface between the business and its
suppliers.
But influencing external actors in the supply
chain is notoriously difficult. Lack of
transparency and centralisation over
sustainability performance, unwieldy data
from disclosure system providers, and

vizibl.co | Supplier Sustainability Management
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Baseline &
measure supplier
sustainability
Vizibl’s Supplier Sustainability Management
module overcomes these common barriers by
providing the data, tools, and processes
required to effectively measure, monitor, and
manage supplier sustainability performance.
At the heart of this module lies Sustainability
Programmes – a place to measure and
monitor sustainability performance across a
portfolio of suppliers towards the goal you
establish for each programme.
With the programme created, aggregated
Multiple programmes can be configured in

sustainability performance according to the

Vizibl, allowing you to segment your

attached framework(s) can be viewed across

programmes according to both your goals

the entire supplier portfolio, with the ability to

and the group of suppliers you are engaging

drill down into individual supplier

with on that goal.

performance.

Where many procurement and sustainability

Because established frameworks don't exist

functions undertake the time and resource-

for every social or sustainability issue that

intensive task of aggregating and normalising

enterprise organisations might want to track,

the datasets from common disclosure

Supplier Sustainability Management also

framework providers themselves to support

offers custom framework functionality.

their supplier sustainability programmes,
Vizibl makes this process quick and easy.

These custom frameworks allow you to define
and build your own framework using your

In Vizibl, users are able to attach common

choice of question formats (including single

sustainability frameworks such as CDP

and multiple choice, numeric inputs, duration

ratings or SBTi targets to new supplier

inputs, and files), define your own rating

sustainability programmes, configure which

scale for responses, and get visibility into

framework criteria they would like the

performance across a portfolio of suppliers in

programme to monitor (e.g. CDP Climate, or

Vizibl just as you would with frameworks from

CDP Forestry) and add suppliers to the

common providers.

programme – all in minutes.

vizibl.co | Supplier Sustainability Management
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Set goals &
targets, and
integrate other
datasets

Because a successful supplier sustainability

top-line view of programme performance at a

initiative requires not only infrastructure for

glance.

monitoring but also a robust method of
managing improvement, Vizibl Supplier

In addition to setting targets according to

Sustainability Management uses goal and

disclosure frameworks, Vizibl Supplier

target setting to ensure your sustainability

Sustainability Management allows you to set

programmes are supporting your objectives –

measurable goals for your programme.

both as a procurement function and as an
organisation overall.

With sustainability programme goals
established, Vizibl Projects, Initiatives, and

Once a programme is established in Vizibl

Opportunities in other areas of the platform

with frameworks attached, the next step is to

that impact these goals can be linked to

configure its roadmap. The roadmap allows

programmes in Supplier Sustainability

you to set "phases" for the programme and

Management.

assign a target to each phase.
This integration allows you to seamlessly
With sustainability data being hard to obtain

track which collaborations with suppliers are

on a regular basis, this functionality allows

contributing to your programme goals, and

you to chart a course of incremental

view this data aggregated all in one place.

improvement over time according to your
chosen framework(s). Average performance
against this roadmap across the
programme's portfolio of suppliers forms the
Programme Overview Score, giving you a

vizibl.co | Supplier Sustainability Management
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Pre-empt
issues, & use
robust
reporting to
prove your
progress
In addition to setting goals and targets, the
key to any successful programme is to preempt potential issues, and definitively prove
your progress.
Vizibl Supplier Sustainability Management

Reports functionality allows you to access

enables both. With its Actions functionality,

and download aggregated data from your

the module allows the buying organisation to

framework sources, including those from

flag both Issues and potential Improvements,

common disclosure frameworks, and custom

and set a due date for resolution, and attach

frameworks built in Vizibl.

any relevant files.
The Insights tab provides the ability to
The Actions tab provides an overview of all

purpose-build dashboards for your

these Issues and Improvements. When drilling

sustainability programmes, allowing you to

down into a given Action, there is space for

view all the information you need at a glance.

further discussion, with the ability to mark the
action as resolved, or convert it into a project

Dashboards are composed of Widgets.

in Vizibl in order to work on a solution.

Widgets can pull from a variety of data
sources – including CDP, custom framework

In addition to pre-empting and flagging any

data, and data pulled from Projects and

blockers or areas for improvement, Supplier

Initiatives elsewhere in Vizibl – with custom

Sustainability Management allows you to

segmentation to ensure you see only the data

comprehensively track and manage

you need to prove you're making concrete

performance towards your sustainability

progress.

targets over time with its Reports and Insights
features.
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Features


Instantly access sets of normalised & aggregated data at an individual supplier level
or across a set of suppliers from common disclosure frameworks like CDP & SBTi.



Create supplier sustainability programmes incorporating these frameworks, and set
a roadmap of improvement targets towards a measurable programme goal.



Establish custom frameworks for supplier sustainability and collect supplier data
that's not yet covered by existing disclosure frameworks or systems.



Integrate sustainability management with the rest of the Vizibl platform, allowing
you to attach projects, initiatives, and innovation opportunities to your programmes.



Create widgets & reports to gain visibility of performance at the individual supplier
level, by framework, across a portfolio of suppliers, or for your entire programme.

Benefits


Gain increased visibility over supplier sustainability performance according to a
variety of globally-recognised and custom frameworks, centralised in one location.



Save time manipulating and normalising extensive datasets from common disclosure
system providers like CDP and SBTi thanks to out-of-the-box ratings in Vizibl.



Overcome slow updates to retrospective sustainability data by setting a roadmap of
incremental targets plotting your course towards your established programme goal.



Measure, align, collaborate, and innovate all from one platform, and track suppliers'
operational performance, innovation, and sustainability credentials side by side.



Gain actionable insights from robust reporting functionality, enabling you to
identify areas for improvement & prove your progress towards sustainability goals.
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About Vizibl
At Vizibl, we put collaboration, innovation, and sustainability at the heart of
supplier relationships.
Our best-in-class digital platform enables enterprise organisations and their
suppliers to manage every aspect of their relationship more effectively.
Whether it's discovering new revenue streams, developing innovative products
and solutions, or taking joint action towards your sustainability targets, Vizibl
helps to align your suppliers with your business goals to deliver mutual value.
Trusted by giants in pharmaceuticals, oil & gas, FMCG & communications, the
Vizibl platform connects buyers and businesses with their suppliers, on every
continent across the world.
Connect your extended ecosystem all in one collaborative platform, all Vizibl.

Speak with Vizibl today and learn how we can help
you leverage Supplier Collaboration & Innovation to
meet your most ambitious goals.
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